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The Black and the Blue 2018-08-07
during his 28 year career matthew horace rose through the ranks from a police officer working the beat to a federal agent
working criminal cases in some of the toughest communities in america to a highly decorated federal law enforcement
executive managing high profile investigations nationwide yet it was not until seven years into his service when horace found
himself face down on the ground with a gun pointed at his head by a white fellow officer that he fully understood the racism
seething within america s police departments through gut wrenching reportage on the ground research and personal
accounts from interviews with police and government officials around the country horace presents an insider s examination of
archaic police tactics he dissects some of the nation s most highly publicized police shootings and communities to explain
how these systems and tactics have hurt the people they serve revealing the mistakes that have stoked racist policing sky
high incarceration rates and an epidemic of violence horace s authority as an experienced officer as well as his obvious
integrity and courage provides the book with a gravitas the washington post the black and the blue is an affirmation of the
critical need for criminal justice reform all the more urgent because itcomes from an insider who respects his profession yet
is willing to reveal its flaws usa today

To Protect and to Serve 2004
to protect and to serve a history of police in america fills a void in both criminal justice and historical scholarship regarding
the history and development of american police the leaders the organizational strategies and the community problems that
created the need for police departments are presented in an insightful and readable format that will appeal to students and
scholars alike to protect and to serve explores the influence of slave patrols corruption by political machines urbanization and
the desire for reform and professionalism in america s police departments the authors bring together the fields of criminal
justice and hitsory as well as the roles of practitioner and scholar to create a fascinating survey of the evolution of police in
american society from publisher s description

Rise of the Warrior Cop 2021-06-01
this groundbreaking history of how american police forces have been militarized is now revised and updated newly added
material brings the story through 2020 including analysis of the ferguson protests the obama and trump administrations and
the george floyd protests the last days of colonialism taught america s revolutionaries that soldiers in the streets bring
conflict and tyranny as a result our country has generally worked to keep the military out of law enforcement but over the
last two centuries america s cops have increasingly come to resemble ground troops the consequences have been dire the
home is no longer a place of sanctuary the fourth amendment has been gutted and police today have been conditioned to see
the citizens they serve as enemies in rise of the warrior cop balko shows how politicians ill considered policies and relentless



declarations of war against vague enemies like crime drugs and terror have blurred the distinction between cop and soldier
his fascinating frightening narrative that spans from america s earliest days through today shows how a creeping battlefield
mentality has isolated and alienated american police officers and put them on a collision course with the values of a free
society

American Cops 2023-02-16
for these men and women it isn t just a job it s a calling protect they are our eyes our ears our protectors those who wear a
badge doing their best to help people serve these cops serve their communities they serve their country they re in the
business of saving lives even at the risk of their own defend these patrol officers and k9 handlers sheriffs and detectives
reveal what it s really like to wear the uniform to carry the weight of the responsibility they ve been given american cops is
the extraordinary first person account of america s police force praise for james patterson the master storyteller of our times
hillary rodham clinton james patterson is the gold standard by which all others are judged steve berry no one gets this big
without natural storytelling talent lee child nobody does it better jeffrey deaver james patterson is the boss end of ian rankin

American Cops 2023-02-16
in this hard hitting work of non fiction real heroes from across the spectrum of us policing tell their unforgettable stories
straight from the harsh streets american cops is a first person account of the days and nights of america s police force
protect these men and women are our eyes our ears our protectors those who wear a badge doing their best to help people
serve these cops serve their communities they serve their country they re in the business of saving lives even at the risk of
their own defend these patrol officers and k9 handlers sheriffs and detectives reveal what it s really like to wear the uniform
to carry the weight of the responsibility they ve been given for these men and women it isn t just a job it s a calling

Policing America 2014-01-14
this instructor and student friendly engaging text covers the most current policing topics and tactics policing america
challenges and best practices 8e offers a problem solving approach that emphasizes what is actually working in the field
based on the author s thirty plus years of practical policing and academic experience this eighth edition continues to be set
apart by its traditional applied what works theme that coupled with comprehensive updates throughout and the minor
restructuring of this edition provide an approach not otherwise found on the market emphases are on topics of major national
importance and interest such as terrorism personnel issues community policing investigations rule of law accountability
ethics liability patrol and technologies organized to flow smoothly for the instructor and student this edition continues to
provide a penetrating view of one of the most difficult and challenging occupations in america policing teaching and learning
experience this book offers complete coverage of policing examining emerging areas in the field it provides problem solving



real world approach emphasizes what really works in the field complete coverage of policing topics and tactics gives students
a comprehensive understanding of the police in america hands on focus and superior pedagogical features gives students the
tools to master key concepts faster and more effectively

Outside the Wire in Blue 2018
in outside the wire in blue co authors and american police officers david shearman and james jt taman dramatically reveal the
highly successful but little known dod civilian law enforcement advisory program born out of the height of the 2006 campaign
against the insurgency in fallujah iraq during this struggle u s army and marine corps leaders recognized that contemporary
tactics and strategies were ineffective against an insurgency that acted more like thugs and criminals than a regular fighting
force the question that plagued these leaders was who within their arsenal of warriors understood organized crime the
mindset of criminals and the tactics and techniques of gangs the solution was not found within the dod it was found in their
brothers in blue the american police officer

The Ville 1994
a look at the lives of youth in the inner city focuses on one brooklyn neighborhood following an enthusiastic housing police
officer and a member of a gang through one year of violence and danger

Black Police in America 1996
traces the growth disappearance and eventual return of an african american presence in police forces and links developments
to changes in black influence on the political process

The Use and Abuse of Police Power in America 2023
providing a timely and much needed investigation of how u s law enforcement carries out its public safety and crime fighting
mandates this book is an invaluable resource for students educators and concerned citizens does america face an epidemic of
police officers abusing their powers and disregarding constitutional rights especially in communities of color or are such
accusations unfair especially given the enormous challenges of enforcing the law in 21st century america this book provides a
unique frame of reference for understanding how some of the issues between the police and the public emerged identifying
events that have shaped current relationships between the police and the public as well as the public s expectations and
perceptions of the police an authoritative resource for understanding modern law enforcement and its relationship with
american communities this volume addresses subjects including the legal underpinnings of various law enforcement actions



and practices the so called militarization of police departments the increased use of force and surveillance to combat crime
and terrorism and to generally keep the peace and the perspectives of black lives matter activists and other critics of
american law enforcement the entries provide readers with expert analysis of current topics related to the intensifying
debate about the american police state examine the scope of law enforcement issues that have existed for centuries and
explain why they continue to exist and cover new mandates for exercising police power enabling readers to critically analyze
what is presented to them in the media included throughout the book are excerpts from important laws speeches reports and
studies pertaining to the subject of the use and abuse of police power in the united states

Black and Blue 2017
cbs news justice and homeland security correspondent jeff pegues presents an objective overview of the challenges
confronting law enforcement as it attempts to reform in the wake of the unrest sparked by the police shootings in ferguson
and other communities

Vice 2011-01-18
9 square miles 10 000 criminals 130 cops a riveting memoir by baker california s most decorated police officer compton the
most violent and crime ridden city in america what had been a semi rural suburb of los angeles in the 1950s became a
battleground for the black panthers and malcolm x foundation the home of the crips and bloods and the first hispanic gangs
and the cradle of gangster rap at the center of it trying to maintain order was the compton police department never more
than 130 strong and facing an army of criminals that numbered over 10 000 at any given time fully one tenth of compton s
population was in prison yet this tidal wave of crime was held back by the thinnest line of the law the compton police john r
baker was raised in compton eventually becoming the city s most decorated officer involved in some of its most notorious
horrifying and scandalous criminal cases baker s account of compton from 1950 to 2001 is one of the most powerful and
compelling cop memoirs ever written an intensely human account of sacrifice and public service and the price the men and
women of the compton police department paid to preserve their city

A Government of Wolves 2013-06
a nation of sheep will beget a government of wolves edward r murrow america is fast moving into a state of lockdown
surveillance cameras drug sniffing dogs swat team raids roadside strip searches blood draws at dui checkpoints mosquito
drones tasers privatized prisons gps tracking devices zero tolerance policies overcriminalization free speech zones these are
all symptoms of the emerging police state in america a government of wolves paints a chilling portrait of a nation in the final
stages of transformation into outright authoritarianism whose citizens have become little more than a nation of suspects to be
cowed corralled and controlled pulling from his extensive knowledge of constitutional law history and futuristic films john w



whitehead helps readers navigate this treacherous terrain and provides them with a blueprint for hopefully finding their way
back to freedom

Blue Lies 2021-12-05
in blue lies the war on justice and the conspiracy to weaken america s cops retired sgt jeff wolf fearlessly exposes the truth
behind the relentless assault on justice and the integrity of law enforcement

... American Police Systems 1920
was the gas in their car better at fighting crime than the officers inside for most of the twentieth century leaded gas was sold
in the usa lead is hazardous to your mental and physical health meanwhile america was facing an urban crime wave and
people were moving to the safe suburbs twenty years after the introduction of unleaded gas in 1975 crime began to fall the
police were rewarded with tougher laws and military gear and the prison population more than doubled plumb crazy the
secret history of cops cars and crime in america tells the little known story of unleaded gas and the 90s crime drop

Plumb Crazy 2018-12-04
opening with a powerful letter to former tacoma police chief david brame who shot his estranged wife before turning the gun
on himself norm stamper introduces us to the violent secret world of domestic abuse that cops must not only navigate but
which some also perpetrate former chief of the seattle police force stamper goes on to expose a troubling culture of racism
sexism and homophobia that is still pervasive within the twenty first century force then he explores how such prejudices can
be addressed he reveals the dangers and temptations that cops face describing in gripping detail the split second life and
death decisions stamper draws on lessons learned to make powerful arguments for drug decriminalization abolition of the
death penalty and radically revised approaches to prostitution and gun control he offers penetrating insights into the blue
wall of silence police undercover work and what it means to kill a man and stamper gives his personal account of the world
trade organization debacle of 1999 when protests he was in charge of controlling turned violent in the streets of seattle
breaking rank reveals norm stamper as a brave man a pioneering public servant whose extraordinary life has been dedicated
to the service of his community

Breaking Rank 2009-04-27
race and policing in america is about relations between police and citizens with a focus on racial differences it utilizes both
the authors own research and other studies to examine americans opinions preferences and personal experiences regarding



the police guided by group position theory and using both existing studies and the authors own quantitative and qualitative
data from a nationally representative survey of whites blacks and hispanics this book examines the roles of personal
experience knowledge of others experiences vicarious experience mass media reporting on the police and neighborhood
conditions including crime and socioeconomic disadvantage in structuring citizen views in four major areas overall
satisfaction with police in one s city and neighborhood perceptions of several types of police misconduct perceptions of police
racial bias and discrimination and evaluations of and support for a large number of reforms in policing

Race and Policing in America 2006-06-12
this book is about the career of a police officer of times past comparing it to how police work is done today is thought
provoking frank pape was a dedicated lawman who would not surrender the streets to the lawlessness of modern times where
did his mandate come from from the people of chicago whom he was sworn to serve and protect

The Toughest Cop in America 2001
domestic terrorism denial of constitutional rights wrongful prosecutions stripping away qualified immunity disarming and
defunding police all designed to weaken americas cops while emboldening the lawless radicals have declared war on
american justice they hold public office as city council members mayors county prosecutors state legislators governors
members of congress and even the highest office in the land meanwhile american police officers are being forced to fight a
media battle while struggling to maintain law and order in our streets as violent crime soars blue lies the war on justice and
the conspiracy to weaken america s cops dissects the systematic agenda of the radical left who has declared war on police
combining statistical analysis evidence based facts from high profile cases and a career of personal experience the author
takes the reader on a literary ride along behind the scenes of the most controversial issues facing today s blue warriors
among those issues are police deadly force encounters eliminating traffic stops systematic racism in law enforcement and the
defund disarm and dismantle the police movements

Blue Lies 2021-12-04
we are the cops is an adrenalin fuelled ride through the lives of america s police told in the authentic voices of the cops
themselves the journey begins with the rookie s first day on the job and moves through the heartbreak of officers dying in the
line of duty the bloody reality of policing savage gang wars the devastating consequences of drug crime a gut wrenching cop
s eye view of 9 11 and even an encounter with a runaway gorilla called little joe these real life stories from crime fighting s
front line come from cops of every rank from chiefs to street cops working in big cities and small towns all over the us the
result is a stunning montage of brutal funny and sometimes tragic true events which paints a vivid and unforgettable portrait
of life as an american cop



The American Police 1976
named one of the best nonfiction books of the year by the washington post tangled up in blue is a wonderfully insightful book
that provides a lens to critically analyze urban policing and a road map for how our most dispossessed citizens may better
relate to those sworn to protect and serve the washington post remarkable brooks has produced an engaging page turner
that also outlines many broadly applicable lessons and sensible policy reforms foreign affairs journalist and law professor
rosa brooks goes beyond the blue wall of silence in this radical inside examination of american policing in her forties with two
children a spouse a dog a mortgage and a full time job as a tenured law professor at georgetown university rosa brooks
decided to become a cop a liberal academic and journalist with an enduring interest in law s troubled relationship with
violence brooks wanted the kind of insider experience that would help her understand how police officers make sense of their
world and whether that world can be changed in 2015 against the advice of everyone she knew she applied to become a
sworn armed reserve police officer with the washington dc metropolitan police department then as now police violence was
constantly in the news the black lives matter movement was gaining momentum protests wracked america s cities and each
day brought more stories of cruel corrupt cops police violence and the racial disparities that mar our criminal justice system
lines were being drawn and people were taking sides but as brooks made her way through the police academy and began
work as a patrol officer in the poorest most crime ridden neighborhoods of the nation s capital she found a reality far more
complex than the headlines suggested in tangled up in blue brooks recounts her experiences inside the usually closed world
of policing from street shootings and domestic violence calls to the behind the scenes police work during donald trump s
2016 presidential inauguration brooks presents a revelatory account of what it s like inside the blue wall of silence she issues
an urgent call for new laws and institutions and argues that in a nation increasingly divided by race class ethnicity geography
and ideology a truly transformative approach to policing requires us to move beyond sound bites slogans and stereotypes an
explosive and groundbreaking investigation tangled up in blue complicates matters rather than simplifies them and gives
pause both to those who think police can do no wrong and those who think they can do no right

We Are the Cops 2015-03-10
this book examines issues of race and policing through the lens of representative bureaucracy theory according to
representative bureaucracy theory demographic correspondence between government employees and the local population
can lead to more favorable outcomes for minority groups it argues that police forces with higher minority composition will
have more positive outcomes across measures such as fewer excessive force complaints and fewer fatal encounters with
officers additionally the book asserts that more representative forces will demonstrate responsiveness and accountability by
implementing policies such as citizen review boards for excessive force complaints it does this by first providing a brief
overview of issues surrounding race and policing in america documenting racial representation occurring in local police
forces nationwide and exploring the potential causes and consequences of underrepresentation it concludes by discussing the
implications of our findings and offer potential policy remedies and solutions that local law enforcements can pursue in order



to reduce minority underrepresentation and improve policing outcomes

Cops in America 2015-01-01
this book takes a look the origin of policing in the united states and its possible roots in the slave patrols of the south during
slavery it looks at how the institution has historically dealt with so called black people it also takes a brief look at the very
powerful police unions and how they influence public policy and perception for police

Jews in Blue: The Jewish American Experience in Law Enforcement 2006
there are more than one million law enforcement officers in the united states in this book you will meet police officers from
all parts of the country who take their oath seriously and when confronted with life threatening circumstances have acted
courageously you ll read about a patrol officer who after discovering a house on fire eary one morning rescued its inhabitants
before the fire department could arrive imagine the courage required by one state trooper who single handedly brought five
armed robbers to justice in alaska s wilderness one stalwart officer used his body to shield a homeless man from an angry
armed mob while his partner helped fend off the attackers readers will meet one officer who distinguished himself
throughout his incredible career with numerous feats of heroism you ll be touched by the valor of the k 9 officers and their
handlers and of course there is a powerful piece on police heroism on september 11th filled with stories about americas finest
officers this book is a moving tribute to our country s unsung heroes

Tangled Up in Blue 2021-02-09
this is the ebook of the printed book and may not include any media website access codes or print supplements that may
come packaged with the bound book policing america 7e offers a problem solving approach that emphasizes what is actually
working in the field based on the author s over thirty years of practical policing and academic experience the book covers
policing topics and tactics including history patrol police subculture investigation organization and administration community
policing the rule of law accountability civil liability and technologies organized so as to flow smoothly for the instructor and
student this edition now features a new chapter on personnel issues a major revision of the futures chapter and new learn by
doing scenarios and career profiles that provide a penetrating view of one of the most difficult and challenging occupations in
america policing

Race and Representative Bureaucracy in American Policing 2017-06-09
scared obligation is the true story chronicling the exciting 30 year career of anthony tony m losito a law enforcement officer



military veteran and american patriot read as tony takes you through his incredible journey protecting america his story will
captivate you including his first hand account of the events as they unfolded that dreadful morning when he responded to the
attacks of 9 11 at the world trade center he would go on from that morning to spend the next ten months working on the
recovery efforts it is a fascinating and historical account of a day none of us will ever forget tony served in just about every
position there is in law enforcement ranging from his start in the new york air national guard as security policeman to
california with the us border patrol and eventually back to new york as a police officer and special agent working five years
undercover combatting crime on the streets of new york city he would go on to promotions as police captain director of
security for our nation s first submarine base and chief of police for the eighth wonder of the world the hoover dam if that
wasn t enough motivated to continue protecting our national treasures after 9 11 tony went on to serve as a supervisory
special agent for homeland security and lastly in his most important role which was as director of security for one of our
nation s most critical and secure locations a billion dollar facility designed to protect america join tony as he takes you
through his proud and sacred obligation to america maintaining the watch for our great nation and learn why they call him
america s cop

Slave Patrols and the Orign of the Police in America 2019-06-20
case study in social research of intergroup relations in the denver urban area to illustrate factors influencing the
relationships between the police and minority groups in the usa examines public opinion and the views of the police thereon
and covers income distribution social status incl of the policeman psychological aspects of group behaviour sociological
aspects human relations etc references and statistical tables

Crime in America and the Police 1920
commissioner johannes spreen was a police officer extraordinary a man who helped restructure and develop new york city
police academy training leading to a college program a west point for officers now john jay college for criminal justice
johannes spreen is a man of enthusiasm indeed a prophet always ahead of his time and brought his talent to detroit as police
commissioner and later sheriff of oakland county rudolph p blaum retired captain new york city police department john jay
college former president american education association this book describes how policing has gradually emphasized law
enforcement over the protection of people it is a compelling book by an innovative and gifted top cop who presents a
convincing case for community oriented policing this story of policing urban america over several decades covers politics
crime control leadership mental and physical conditioning morals and rivalries that reduce effectiveness besides being a role
model for youth police officers administrators and policy analysts commissioner spreen used wit and literary brilliance to
describe his career and these issues through charming letters to his daughter



Police Heroes 2004-06
born in a rough and tumble neighborhood of dublin john f timoney moved to new york with his family in 1961 not long after
graduating from high school in the bronx he entered the new york city police department quickly rising through the ranks to
become the youngest four star chief in the history of that department timoney and the rest of the command assembled under
police commissioner bill bratton implemented a number of radical strategies protocols and management systems including
compstat that led to historic declines in nearly every category of crime in 1998 mayor ed rendell of philadelphia hired
timoney as police commissioner to tackle the city s seemingly intractable violent crime rate philadelphia became the great
laboratory experiment could the systems and policies employed in new york work elsewhere under timoney s leadership
crime declined in every major category especially homicide a similar decrease not only in crime but also in corruption marked
timoney s tenure in his next position as police chief of miami a post he held from 2003 to january 2010 beat cop to top cop a
tale of three cities documents timoney s rise from his days as a tough street cop in the south bronx to his role as police chief
of miami this fast moving narrative by the man esquire magazine named america s top cop offers a blueprint for crime
prevention through first person accounts from the street detailing how big city chiefs and their teams can tame even the most
unruly cities policy makers and academicians have long embraced the view that the police could do little to affect crime in
the long term john timoney has devoted his career to dispelling this notion beat cop to top cop tells us how

Policing America 2012-03-14
why is criminal justice so central to american politics lockdown america notonly documents the horrors and absurdities of
militarized policing prisons a fortified border and the federalization of the war oncrime it also explains the political and
economic history behind themassive crackdown this updated edition includes an afterword on the war on terror a meditation
on surveillance and the specter of terrorism as they help reanimate the criminal justice attack written in vivid prose lockdown
america willpropel readers toward a deeper understanding of the links between crimeand politics in a period of gathering
economic crisis

Sacred Obligation 2023-08
american policing is in crisis here award winning investigative journalist joe domanick reveals the troubled history of
american policing over the past quarter century he begins in the early 1990s with the beating of rodney king and the l a riots
when the los angeles police department was caught between a corrupt and racist past and the demands of a rapidly changing
urban population across the country american cities faced similar challenges to law and order in new york william j bratton
was spearheading the reorganization of the new york city transit police and later the 35 000 strong new york police
department his efforts resulted in a dramatic decrease in crime yet introduced highly controversial policing strategies in



2002 when bratton was named the lapd s new chief he implemented the lessons learned in new york to change a department
that previously had been impervious to reform blue ends in 2015 with the lapd on its unfinished road to reform as events in
los angeles new york baltimore and ferguson missouri raise alarms about the very strategies bratton pioneered and about
aggressive racial profiling and the militarization of police departments throughout the united states domanick tells his story
through the lives of the people who lived it along with bratton he introduces william parker the legendary lapd police chief
tom bradley the first black mayor of los angeles and charlie beck the hard nosed ex gang cop who replaced bratton as lapd
chief the result is both intimate and expansive a gripping narrative that asks big questions about what constitutes good and
bad policing and how best to prevent crime control police abuse and ease tensions between the police and the powerless blue
is not only a page turning read but an essential addition to our scholarship adapted from book jacket

Minorities and the Police 1968
the 1 new york times bestselling author recounts riding along with street cops in california s most dangerous city compton los
angeles times in 1974 compton california had the highest per capita crime rate in the nation and bruce henderson then a
young idealistic newspaper reporter was determined to spend the summer riding with the compton police his journalistic
accounts of the day to day activities he witnessed is a vivid narrative dramatic violent and at times humorous incidents
featuring illuminating pictures from award winning photographer phil nelson ghetto cops unmasks the city and its cops to
reveal a side of street crime most of us never see they bust a lot of ass in compton it s a tough city that is a virtual powder
keg for the police the streets are a battlefield and working on any shift is like going to war los angeles free press you don t
put down ghetto copsonce you pick it up livermore ca independent

American Police Dilemma 2003-03-06
from the civil rights movement to the present day americans have protested against police brutality protesting police violence
in modern america explores the history of police violence in the united states and how americans are calling for change easy
to read text vivid images and helpful back matter give readers a clear look at this subject features include a table of contents
infographics a glossary additional resources and an index aligned to common core standards and correlated to state
standards core library is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of abdo

Cop World 1984
sacred obligation the story of america s cop is a riveting memoir that opens the door to the life of anthony tony m losito a
name synonymous with dedication integrity and the embodiment of american values from his days in the new york air
national guard to his tenure as the director of security for one of our nation s most vital facilities tony s 30 year career has
been a journey like no other feel the tension and courage as he recalls that fateful day responding to the attacks on 9 11 at



the world trade center travel with tony across the nation serving in roles ranging from a security policeman to the chief of
police at the hoover dam uncover the behind the scenes battles as he spent five intense years undercover combating crime on
the gritty streets of new york city his leadership culminating as a supervisory special agent homeland security goes beyond
mere duty it s a passion a calling a sacred obligation to protect america join tony america s cop on this incredible journey and
witness firsthand his unwavering commitment to maintaining the watch for our great nation it s not just a memoir it s a
tribute to an american patriot

Beat Cop to Top Cop 2011-06-21

Lockdown America 2020-05-05

Blue 2016-08-23

Ghetto Cops 2018-12-12

Protesting Police Violence in Modern America 2020-12-15

Sacred Obligation 2023-08-02
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